
Developing Your Agricultural Business 

Enterprise

Session 1

Values, Vision, Mission, Business Model 

Canvas, Products & Services
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Introductions

• Your Name

• What type of agriculturally based venture are 
you planning?
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Course Objectives

• Learn the fundamentals of starting and/or operating a farm 
related business.

• Learn how to analyze and plan for the functions and issues of a 
business.

• Stimulate the critical thinking necessary to successfully plan for 
your business

• Learn how to write a thorough business plan for your new or 
existing farm business.

• Learn how to use your business plan to operate your business.
• Provide a learning atmosphere in which you can work through 

your thoughts about your business
• Provide a check list and other aids to ensure that you have the 

tools you need to assemble your business plan
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Source:  Business Model Generation by 

Alexander Osterwalder & Yves Pigneur
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Business Plan

Strategic Plan

Business Model

Business Planning
is an ongoing process

Revisions &
Updates



Your Business Plan Foundation

•Values, Vision, Mission

•Business Model Canvas

•Products & Services
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Values/Vision/Mission

This section includes:

• What are your values?

• What is your long term vision for the business? Do you 

want a survival or a growth business?

• What is the mission or purpose of your 

business?
Reference : “Building a Sustainable Business” –A Guide to 

Developing a Business Plan for Farms and Rural Businesses 

download from www.sare.org, Tasks 1 and 3
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Why is stating your Values, Vision & 

Mission important?

• Clearly communicates the main essence of your 
company to your organization and to your 
customers.

• Ensures common understanding of the 
underlying basis for business priorities and 
functions.

• Guides you and your staff in making business 
decisions and serving customers

• Provides a picture of where you are going.
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Values

• A value is a belief that is really meaningful to 

your company

• All companies have values whether they are 

formally stated or not

• A value should be described in detail to ensure 

understanding

• Values should be real & achievable
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Four Types of Values

• Personal Values –Those values that drive you 

personally.

• Economic/Business Values –Those values 

that relate to the economics and management 

of your business.

• Environmental Values –Your values relating 

to the environment.

• Community Values –Your values relating to 

the community & improving society.
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Flying Mule Farm’s Values 

Our farming activities should be profitable and enjoyable.
Farming is a family endeavor.
We strive to leave the land (including the agricultural infrastructure) 
that we manage in better condition than when we found it.
We work in partnership with nature and with our animals (for 
herding and harvesting crops).
We value being able to tell our customers directly about our 
production practices rather than following a set of government-
prescribed practices.
We believe that grass-fed production is important for nutritional, 
ecological and economic reasons.
We value being part of a farming community – we enjoy helping 
other farmers (and receiving their help). We value being a vital part 
of the larger community – we enjoy providing food and fiber for our 
neighbors. 
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At Duncan family farms, we believe in a 

culture that is committed to the environment 

and community. Producing a high-quality 

product requires the hard work of a dedicated 

team, and every employee that walks through 

our doors learns a set of Values that define 

our company.–
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Duncan Family Farms (Cont.)

Our Values are: 

Excellence – It’s our passion

Integrity – We do the right thing

Community – We care about our people & 

our environment

Team – We work together, never apart

Respect – We value all of our relationships

Safety – Think safety first in everything we 

do.  Look out for each other’s safety.
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The Duncan Family team truly believes that 

each day, if we commit to do our best, practice 

honestly, support our community, and work 

together with respect, we will create a 

business that has a soul. When you choose 

us, know that you will be receiving a quality 

product that was produced with the Values of 

Duncan Family Farms.
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Examples of Values

• Establish and Maintain Trust:  Address issues with others 

directly and with tact.  Operate “up front” with no 

hidden agendas.  Walk the talk, tell the truth, and build 

trust in others.

• Communicate Openly & Honestly:  Proactively keep 

others informed.  Deliver complete and timely 

information, both positive and negative.  Allow others 

to express their points of view.
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Examples of Values

• Sustainability:  Only a service, product or policy that 
adds value to people, the planet, and profit will be 
adopted.

• Quality:  Sacrifices in service, customer relationships, 
employment or environment will not be made in order 
to make an extra profit.

• Transparent Equality: Customers and employees can 
verify we are upholding fair and honest customer 
relations and services as well as employment practices 
that affirm the worth of the individual. 
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Examples of  Values

• Make Fact Based Decisions:  Gather all pertinent information, 

perform necessary analysis, and base our decisions on the facts of 

the situation, and not anecdotal information.  Avoid prolonged 

analysis that is not clearly required to make a business decision.  

Weigh the costs against the benefits to justify your decision.

• Act with Urgency:  Take immediate action to solve problems and 

respond quickly to issues as they arise.  Take reasonable business 

risks, utilizing all appropriate information.
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Examples of Values

• Innovate:  Find new ways of doing things.  Consistently 

develop new products and services to meet customer 

needs.  Openly encourage others to view things 

differently and use a variety of perspectives when 

solving problems.  Be creative.

• Respect and Value the Contributions of Others:  Treat 

all people fairly and respectfully, regardless of level or 

differences.  Include people with diverse backgrounds, 

ethnicity, and perspectives in addressing business issues.
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Values Assignment

• Complete worksheets 1.1 and 1.2 on pages 24 

and 25 of “Building a Sustainable Business” – A 

Guide to Developing a Business Plan for Farms 

and Rural Businesses
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Vision

• All business owners need a vision of where they 

want their business to be in three to five years 

(and maybe longer).

• It is difficult to write a business plan without 

knowing what you want the business to look 

like in the future.
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Your Business Vision

What will your business look like in 3 years?

•What do you see & hear?  What are your clients saying?

•What kind of comments are your employees saying by 

the water cooler?

•What is the buzz about you in the community?

•What is your marketing like?

•How is the company running day to day?
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Your Business Vision

• Describe the future using bullet format

• Vision bullets can address:

– Company size (sales, employees, locations…)

– Company culture

– Customer service

– Research & Development (New Products / Services)
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Vision Assignment

• Complete worksheets 3.1 on page 97 of 

“Building a Sustainable Business” – A Guide to 

Developing a Business Plan for Farms and Rural 

Businesses
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Mission

• Your mission tells why your company exists

• Write your mission statement from a 

customer’s prospective
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Whose Mission is This???

“To make, distribute & sell the finest quality all 

natural ice cream & euphoric concoctions with a 

continued commitment to incorporating 

wholesome, natural ingredients and promoting 

business practices that respect the Earth and the 

Environment." 
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Mission

At Flying Mule Farm, our mission is to produce the 

highest quality meats, fiber products and land 

management services in the most environmentally 

and economically sustainable manner possible. 

Using animals, hand tools and, when necessary, 

motorized equipment, we are striving to leave our 

land and our community in better condition than 

we found them. 
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Mission

Duncan Family Farms

We believe that our primary responsibility is to 
produce healthy, life-giving food. We are also 
committed to making a strong contribution to an 
improved environment and giving back to our 
community.
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Small Family Certified Organic CSA Farm Mission 

Statement

To raise a wide variety of organically grown 

vegetables on a small family farm to supply a 300 

member CSA program while preserving a 

sustainable farm ecosystem.  We aspire to produce 

supreme quality, freshness and flavor in our 

produce through paying close attention to mineral 

balancing, organic matter and fertility in our soil.
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Through our Community Supported Agriculture 

(CSA) program we hope to build community by 

encouraging member involvement in big and small 

ways either through our very hands-on Worker 

Share program or through our On-Farm Events 

schedule each Spring and Fall.  We hope to 

educate and inspire community members to learn 

more about where their food comes from, how it 

is being grown and who are the people growing it.
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Mission/ goals Assignment

• Complete worksheets 3.2 to 3.5 on pages 98 to 

101 of “Building a Sustainable Business” – A 

Guide to Developing a Business Plan for Farms 

and Rural Businesses
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Business Model

A business model describes the rationale of 
how an organization creates, delivers and 
captures value.

The Business Model is the DNA of your 
business.

On-Line Templates:  bmfiddle.com and  leancanvas.com
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Business Model Canvas

• Business Model Generation by Alexander Osterwalder

& Yves Pigneur-

http://alvarestech.com/temp/PDP2011/pdf/Business%20

Model%20Generation%20(1).pdf

• A short video on Lean Startup: 

https://youtu.be/WAdikBfKeD8

• A short video on Lean Startup:

https://youtu.be/_a3s0IXSuxY
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Why Develop Business Models
“Business Model Canvas”

• Provides the opportunity to develop and analyze 
your idea to determine if it can be a viable business 

• Allows you to develop numerous scenarios to test 
& analyze

• Enables you to get your initial thoughts about your 
business on two pages to then present to others for 
their assistance and advice.

• Business Model Canvas Explained
• www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoAOzMTLP5s&t=49s
• https://youtube/QoAOzMTLP5s
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Eleven Building Blocks of the Farm 

Business Model Canvas
1. Problem(s) or Unmet Need(s) & Existing Alternatives

2. Solution(s) with Features & Advantages

3. Customer Segments, Early Adopters & Influencers

4. Value Propositions

5. Channels (Communication, Distribution, Sales)

6. Customer Relationships

7. Revenue Streams

8. Key Resources

9. Key Activities

10. Key Partners

11. Cost Structure
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Business Model Building Blocks

• Complete each of the 11 building blocks (listed on 

the previous slide) on the Business Model Canvas 

(on next slide).

• Use a few descriptive words for each of your 

thoughts in the appropriate building block on the 

canvas.

• Review the model after you complete it to ensure 

that it flows, makes sense and is reasonable.
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Problem(s) or Unmet Need(s)

Existing Alternatives

Solution(s)

Farm Two Page Business Model Canvas Format – Page 1

Features

Advantages
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Key Partners Key Activities Value Propositions Customer 

Relationships

Customer Segments

Key Resources Channels

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

Farm Two Page Business Model Canvas Format – Page 2



1. Problem

• Identify your customer’s problems or unmet 

needs and how they address them today.

• Describe the top 1 – 3 problems or unmet 

needs the customer needs solved.

• State the problem or unmet need from the 

customer’s point of view first (independent of 

any solution ideas).
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1.  Problem

A problem worth solving breaks down into three 

questions:

• Is it something customers want? (Must-have)

• Will they pay for it?  If not, who will? (Viable)

• Can it be solved?  (Feasible)
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1a. Problem – Existing Alternatives

• How do your customers address these 

problems today?

• Note:  Often the existing alternatives may not 

be a readily obvious competitor.
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2.  Solution

• Describe the minimum feature set needed to 
solve your customer’s top 1 – 3 problems.

• For each problem outlined earlier, sketch out 
the top features or capabilities that will address 
those problems.

• Don’t get carried away with fully defining a 
solution yet.  Simply outline a possible solution 
for each problem.
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2. Solutions (Cont.)

Features & Advantages

• Features:  A feature is what a product or service 

is or has – the literal physical description of the 

Products/Services.

• Advantages:  An advantage is a feature(s) your   

Products/Services has that competitive 

Products/Services do not have. Demonstrates 

how your product is different. The Advantage is 

that point of differentiation.
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3.  Customer Segments
The Customer Segment Building Block defines the different 
groups of people or organizations an enterprise aims to reach 
and serve.

Customer groups represent separate segments if:

• They use your product in different ways

• You market to them differently

• Their needs require and justify a distinct offer

• They are reached through different Distribution Channels

• They have substantially different profitabilities

• They require different types of relationships
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4. Value Proposition

• Value Propositions are based on a bundle of 

products and services that create value for a 

customer segment.

• Your Value Proposition describes the benefits

customers can expect from your products & 

services.
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4. Value Proposition (Continued)

• The goal of your VP is to turn an unaware target 
customer into a potential prospect.

• A good VP gets inside the head of your 
customer and describes the value proposition 
from their world view.

• Focus on the ”finished story benefits” 
customers derive after using your product or 
service.
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4. Value Proposition (Cont.)
• The uniqueness of your Value Proposition is the 

reason why customers turn to your company over 

another.  It solves a customer problem (relieves 

their pain or enhances their gain) or satisfies a 

customer need better than the competition.

• Craft a clear message that states your offer and 

why you are different and worth getting attention.
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Developing Your Value Proposition

• Analyze your customer segment’s job(s), pains & 

gains.

• Develop your Value Proposition to relieve 

customer pains and/or enhance customer gains.
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5.  Channels

The Channels Building Block describes how a 
company communicates with and reaches its 
Customer Segments to deliver a value proposition.

Communication, distribution and sales Channels 
comprise a company’s interface with customers.  
Channels are customer touch points that play an 
important role in the customer experience.
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5. Channels (Continued)

Channels serve several functions including:

•Raising awareness among customers about a company’s 
products and services (Marketing)

•Helping customers evaluate a company’s Value Proposition 
(Marketing, Sales)

•Allowing customers to purchase specific products and 
services (Distribution Channels)

•Delivering a Value Proposition to customers (Distribution 
Channels)

•Providing post-purchase customer support
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5. Channels (Continued)
Finding the right mix of Channels to satisfy how customers want to be 
reached is crucial in bringing a Value Proposition to market.

Five Distinct Channel Phases:

1.Awareness:  How do we raise awareness about our company’s products 
and services?

2.Evaluation:  How do we help customers evaluate our organization’s Value 
Proposition?

3.Purchase:  How do we allow customers to purchase specific products 
and services?

4.Delivery:  How do we deliver a Value Proposition to customers?

5.After Sales:  How do we provide post-purchase customer support?
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6.  Customer Relationships

The Customer Relationships Building Block 
describes the types of relationships a company 
establishes with specific Customer Segments.

A company should clarify the type of relationship 
it wants to establish with each Customer Segment.  
Relationships can range from personal to 
automated.
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6. Customer Relationships (Continued)
Categories of Customer Relationships (can have several):

• Personal Assistance:  This relationship is based on human 
interaction.

• Dedicated Personal Assistance:  This relationship involves 
dedicating a customer representative specifically to an 
individual client.

• Self-Service:  In this type of relationship, a company maintains 
no direct relationship with customers.  It provides all the 
necessary means for customers to help themselves.

• Communities:  Companies are utilizing user communities to 
become more involved with customers/prospects and to 
facilitate connections between community members.
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7.  Revenue Streams

The Revenue Streams Building Block represents the cash a 
company generates from each Customer Segment.

A business model can involve two different types of Revenue 
Streams:

1.Transaction revenues resulting from one-time customer 
payments.

2.Recurring revenues resulting from ongoing payments to 
either deliver a Value Proposition to customers or provide 
post-purchase customer support.
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7. Revenue Streams (Continued)

Several ways to generate Revenue Streams:

• Selling ownership rights to a physical product.

• Fees generated by the use of a particular service.  The more the service 
is used, the more the customer pays.

• Subscription Fees:  Generated by selling continuous access to a service.

• Lending/Renting/Leasing:  Created by temporarily granting someone the 
exclusive right to use a particular asset for a fixed period in return for a 
fee.

• Brokerage Fees:  This Revenue Stream derives from intermediation 
services performed on behalf of two or more parties.

• Advertising:  Fees for advertising a particular product, service or brand.
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8.  Key Resources
The Key Resources Building Block describes the 
most important assets required to make a 
business model work.

These resources allow an enterprise to create and 
offer a Value Proposition, reach markets, maintain 
relationships with Customer Segments and earn 
revenues.
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8. Key Resources (Continued)

Key Resources can be physical, financial, intellectual 

or human.  

Key Resources can be owned or leased by the 

company or acquired from key partners.
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8. Key Resources (Continued)
Key Resources can be categorized as follows:

• Physical:  Includes physical assets such as land, farm 
facilities, buildings, vehicles, machines, systems, point-
of-sale systems and distribution networks.

• Intellectual:  Includes brands, proprietary 
knowledge, patents and copyrights, partnerships, 
customer databases, processes, recipes, formulae.

• Human:  People

• Financial:  Working capital (cash), lines of credit, 
financial guarantees
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9.  Key Activities

The Key Activities Building Block describes the most important things a 
company must do to make its business model work.

Examples of Key Activities:

•Planning:  Planning your seasons.

•Production:  Soil cultivation & prep, planting, nurturing, harvesting, storing, 
delivering/transporting.

•Maintenance:  Maintaining your facilities, equipment and fields.

•Problem Solving:  Coming up with new solutions to individual customer 
problems.

•Marketing & Selling

•Administrative – Bookkeeping, scheduling
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10.  Key Partnerships
The Key Partnerships Building Block describes the network 
of suppliers and partners that make the business model 
work.

Four different types of partnerships:

• Strategic Alliances between non-competitors

• Coopetition:  Strategic partnerships between competitors

• Joint Ventures to develop new businesses

• Buyer-Supplier relationships to assure reliable supplies 
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10. Key Partnerships (Continued)

• Who are our Key Partners?

• Who are our key suppliers?

• Which Key Resources are we acquiring from 

partners?

• Which Key Activities do partners perform?
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10. Key Partnerships (Continued)
Three motivations for creating partnerships?

• Optimization and Economy of Scale:  Optimize the 

allocation of resources.  Formed to reduce costs.

• Reduction of Risk and Uncertainty

• Acquisition of Particular Resources & activities:  

Extend your capabilities by relying on other firms to 

furnish particular resources or perform certain 

activities. 
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11.  Cost Structure
The Cost Structure Building Block describes the 
most important costs incurred to operate the 
business model.

Include operating expenses and after start-up 
asset purchases

Start-up costs should be noted on a separate 
spreadsheet.
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Recommendation

• If your model is going to be very different for 

each customer segment, design a separate 

business model canvas for each customer 

segment.
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Analyzing your Business Model

• Feasibility is about the assumptions that you chose the right 
infrastructure to execute your business model well (risk:  poor 
execution).

• Desirability is about the assumptions that will actually create 
customer value (risk:  solving an irrelevant customer job).

• Viability is about the financial assumptions that will earn your 
more money than you spend (risk:  flawed business model).

• Adaptability is about the assumptions that you chose the right 
business model within the context of external factors, like 
competition, technology change or regulation (risk:  external 
threats).
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Value Proposition - Products & Services

• List all the products & services your value proposition is 
build around.

• Which products & services do you offer that help your 
customers get either a functional, social or emotional job 
done, or help him/her satisfy basic needs?

• Products & services can either be tangible (e.g. 
manufactured goods, face-to-face customer service, 
digital/virtual), intangible (e.g. quality) or financial.

Rank all products & services according to their importance 
to your customer.  Are they trivial or critical to your 
customer?
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Developing Your Value Proposition

• Analyze your customer segment’s job(s), pains & 
gains.

• Describe your applicable products & services 
highlighting the pain relievers & gain enhancers.

• Develop your Value Proposition to relieve customer 
pains and/or enhance customer gains.
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Write Your Value Propositions

• Taking your insights on customer and your 
products & services portfolio, write your value 
proposition(s).

• It is recommended that you write value 
propositions for each customer segment or if a 
customer segment has distinctly different jobs, pains 
or gains, write value propositions for each 
customer job.
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Next Steps

• Build your own canvas

• Use  sticky notes 

• Test Your Minimum Viable Product/Service

• Get out into the street with independent and 

unbiased feedback

• Anticipate you will need to Pivot or change 

your Minimum Viable Product/Service  
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Business Model Canvas Resources

• Business Model Generation by Alexander Osterwalder & Yves 
Pigneur-
http://alvarestech.com/temp/PDP2011/pdf/Business%20Model%20
Generation%20(1).pdf

• A short video on Lean Startup: https://youtu.be/WAdikBfKeD8

• A short video on Lean Startup: https://youtu.be/_a3s0IXSuxY

• A video on the Business Model Canvas: 
https://youtu.be/QoAOzMTLP5s

• Want to take a FREE course in Lean Startup? 
https://www.udacity.com/course/how-to-build-a-startup--ep245

• Build a Business Model Canvas: 
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/canvas/bmc
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Resources & References to Explore
• Building a Sustainable Business – A Guide to Developing a 

Business Plan for Farms and Rural Businesses download 
from www.sare.org

• University of Minnesota Center for Farm Financial 
Management - www.cffm.umn.edu

• SARE www.sare.org

• ATTRA  www.attra.org

• AgMrc www.agmrc.org

• MOSES https://mosesorganic.org/

• SCORE www.score.org

• Pierce County EDC http://www.pcedc.com/business-
toolbox
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